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ABSTRACT

This profanation is an oat:flyleaf"( South Caro-
line's Claasroom Management System, a pilot
program to develop teacher .level management
took that Will computerize and automate the
assessment and &epode of student needs, the
selection and application of laittuctitmal pre-
scriptions,and the t000rdingand reporting of the
resulting those proassesand procedures.

Major components are described, with details
refining those components to the reduction
teacher time and paperwma in the instrualonal
planning and record keeping procenes, Specific
detail Ii given for the Instructional Management
component of CMS because of its potential in
managing curd/NI:11M and instruction. That po-
tential du e& its record keeping capabilities.

The discussion b notlimited to thew of CMS
in remedial or compensatory settings.

The hardware. software, and training comno-
nents are discussed with respect to their impact nn
the classroom tear her and the seniors provided
by that teacher.
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I NTROD.;CTION

The Education Improvement Act of 1984

In 1Q84, the South Carolina State Legislature
enacted the Education Improvement Act (EIA) in
an effort to change the direction and impact of the
public schools in that State. The EIA is a comnre-
hensive, long-range program to improve the edu-
cational opportunities available to students.

Distnct and school performance standards are
mandated, with the State taking over Districts or
schools that do not meet those standards for two
consecutive years. Principal and teacher perform-
ance standards are established, with remedintion
required for all who do not meet the State's stan-
dards. Student performance standards are estab-
lished with remediation required Lir all who do
not meet those standards in the basic skills areas
(originally reading, writing, and iathematics; sci-
ence is scheduled to be added to tne bas;:. skills
standards).

In addition to defining minimum performance
standards, the State offers incentive awards to
Districts, schools, and teachers who prove to be
superior with regard to defined sets of excellence
standards. For Districts and schools, the awards
car. be relatively large amounts of money I ruse in
areas not required by the State's Define.; Mini-
mum Program (DM}). For teachers, the monies
are personal awards that have no restnctions re-
garch.,g

The Paperwork Problems and
Curriculum Concerns

Witn the implen entation of the EIA and its sets
of standards, school personnel are made respon-
sible for documenting that standards are met and
that remediation is Naccessfully p-ovided in those
cases when c:andards are not met. That documen-
tation includes information concerning district,
school, principal, teacher, and student perform-
ance.

The first and most immediate problems stem-
ming from the E1A a re the collection, analysis, and
reporthig of data supporting performance and
remeoiation. The management of the paperwork
created by the EIA -- which, ironically, includes a
manda te to reduce teacher pa pens ork--has been a
massive task for district and school administrators
and for classroom teachers.
M the State began to monitor the implementa-

tion of the EiA, Districts have found that they are
cited for items if there is no documentation to

support those items. Without s' Ai documenta-
tion, the State could not confirm that positive
educational activities were taking place. A state-
ment has been attnbuted to one memberof a State
monitoring team. "If it isn't documented, it didn't
happen."

Documentation of activities is an essential part
of every educator's day. However, research--and
word of mouth--indicate that the number of min-
utes used for teaching and th . number of minutes
used for planning for wa ;lung has decreased as
teachers have spent more of that time document-
ing the things they have time to do. At the local
level, the motto has become, "If it is documented,
I didn'i have time to do it."

Reducing the Paperwork Problems
and Improving Instruction

The State has implemented two major programs
in an effort to reduce the r 'perwork problems
experienced at the local district level. The first
program, Osiris, has been designed to reduce the
paperwork at the district an . school levels. The
second, The Classroom Management System, is
designed to reduce the paperwork at the teacher
level and to share the data stored in the adminis-
trative files.

Both programs are computcr-based and the
State has made the financial commitment to plac-
ing the hardware and software in the hands of local
educators. In addition to the nhysical components
of the program, the State has committed sufficient
financial resources to training district and school
staff in the use of those physical components.

The Clpis ,:i3m Management System (CMS)
pro-Ides the tools for reducing teacher paper-
work. More importantly, it provides specific tools
for helping teachers manage instruction within the
lister is curriculum, with integration of the basic
skills curriculum into other content areas. Simi-
larly, non-basic skills cumculum content can be
Integrated into basic skills instruction thro' ,t the
management system. That integration can be
coordinated through CMS with minimal time and
paperwork required of teaches.
South Carolina's CMS is the first attempt, by any

State, to standardize and coordinate a manage.
ment system for all teachers within the State. It
represents a major step forward in the operation
of the State's public schoolswithin an accountabil-
ity framework that automates the documentation
of needs and services to meet those needs. The
Impact made by CMS can be significant-if imple-
mented to its fullest potential.
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This paper discusses CMS in terms of its reduc-
tion of teacher papetwoit and in terms of its
potential fora- anaging the districtcurriculum and
instruction.

COMPONENTS AND TIMELINES

The following quotation comes from the "South
Carolina Department of Education Classroom
Management System Requirements Specifica-
tions" document dated December 15, 1987:

"The success of the Classroom Management
System is dependent on the understanding of [its]
applicability and [on] utilization of the software by
teachers."
Although the title of the document appears to be

typical of the bureaucratic phrasing one finds at
the State level, the ere.erpt from the document
in': cater an tn.zt,tandirg of the needs of cl iss-
room teachers. It must be noted that CMS is not
an administrative package; it is not an instruc-
tional package; it is a cIsssroom-level manage-
ment tool dt.seigned to help teachers deal with the
management of teaching tasks.

CMS consists of three components: (1) com-
puter hardware and peripherals, (2) computer
software, and (3) training in the use of both.

Computer Hardware and Peripherals

Each school it South Carolina has received a
computer and scnocl management software (the
Osiris package from Tamarac, Inc.). That school
management system provides the databases from
whits CMS will work. As CMS is implemented
throughout the State, schools are receiving addi-
tional computers that are to be placed in locations
accessible to teachers at all times during the work-
ing day. The initial ratio of teachers percomputer
ranges from about twenty-to-one in largerschools
to eight-to-one in many smaller schools. As CMS
grows, the teacher/computer ratio will decrease
dramatically.

The teacher computers will be networked to a
Mesmer from which teachers will have access to
a student database that includes all students re-
ceiving instruction in any content area. Each
network will include the follow g equipmen' :

(1) The fileserver will be an linvf/IBM-com pat-
ible computer with an 80386 CPU running Et 20
megahertz. Most districts will use the NCR
PC916, although many are using the IBM PS/2
Model 80. The fileserver will be equiped with a
286megabyte fixed disk that will contain the Osiris
software and files as well as the CMS software and
files.

(2) Novell Netware Version 2.11 or above I I be
used to run the system.

(3) Each CMS teacher workstation will be an
IBM/IBM-compatible with an 80286 CPU run-
ning at 10 megahertz (or faster). Most districts
will use the NCR Palo, alt hough many are using
the IBM Y'S2 Model 50. Each workstation will
also have a ?d- megabyte fixed disk to be used for

local data storage. EGA color video will be stan-
dard for each workstation.

(4) Each workstation on the network will be
equiped with a dot-matrix printer that can be
accessed from the local workstation without going
through the network spool.

(5) Each network will be equipec; with a laser
printer. That peripheral is necessary because the
curriculum and testing modules require graphics
capabilities for instructional materials.
(6) Each network will be equiped with an optical

scanner. Teachers will '..!e able to administer tests
using answer sheets that are "bubbled" by stu-
dents. Those answer sheets can be scanned and
graded by the software.

(7) Each network will be equiped with a tele-
phone modem and a dedicated dataline Teachers
will be able to access resources within the district,
the State, and major universities from their work-
stations.
Specific hardware components will be discussed

later in this paper. Those discussions will focus on
the implementation of specific program compo-
nents as a function of the existing hardware.

Computer Software

The CMS software will consist of three major
modules, in the initial piloting of the program.
Those modules are being developed through a
system of specification, review, modification, and
implementation. The review process includes a
series of teacher reviews and recommendations
followej by meetings of district-level coordina-
tors to make specific recommendations to the
program developers and programmers.
The software will include the following:
(1) A computer-based gradebook will be pro-

vided. Teachers will enter grades from the key-
board in the same manner they entergrades into a
aper gradebook. Also, grades can be automati-

cally entered from scanned answer sheets, without
the teacher's keying those. Provisions for entering
trades from ASCII files stored on diskette will
also. be included. It will also be possible for teach-
ers to bubble grades on scan sheets and scan those
to a specific column in the electronic gradebook.
Those last two capabilities will permit teachers to
grade items at home and prepare those grades for
entry into the graCe book upon return toschool the
next day.

(2) Test generation and scoring will provide a
major tool for determining individual student
needs. The test generator will provide access to
State administered tests, district-made tests,
school-made tests, and teacher-made tests. Test
items banks will De deve:oped a: each of those
levels and will correlated to the State's basic skills
objective!. When a test is created. the items will be
validated with regard to the measurement of ac
tual needs of students.

Tests can be scored through the use of the
optical scanner provided on ea,:h school's net-
work. The grades assigned to those tests can be

automatically placed in the electronic gradebook.
(3) The instructional management system

(IMS), built into CMS, will provide some of the
most powerful tools ever developed for educa tors
The IMS will include assessment and diagno!ic
tools for determining student needs. It will in-
clude tools for the selection and application of
instructional activities specifically designed to
meet the diagnosed needs of those students. It will
link the State's basic skills objectives to the State
Testing Program, which includes the Basic Skills
Assessment Program (BSAP) and the Compre-
hensive Tests of Basic Skills (CTBS).

The real power of CMS will come from the
IMS component. It will link all areas of the State's
basic skills program to the local district's cumcu-
lum. That curriculum will b! correlated to the
State's objectives, to skills, sub-skills, and content
skills associated with master; of t;.ose objectives
Resources, including basal texts end supplemen-
tal materials, will be referenced in the process of
assessment, diagnosis, prescription, and instruc-
tion.

Detailed information about the gradebook, the
test generator, IMS, and the coordination and
integration of ciirricular areas will be discussed
later in this paper.

Training in the Use of Hardware
and Software.

The State has designated considerable portion
of the financial resources for CMS to the training
of teachers to use the CMS hardware and soft-
ware. The commitment to that training is evident
from the quotation c ted the introduction to this
paper. The CMS program will not be successful if
teachers do not understand its applicability or its
utility.
Training will be implemented at the district level
by district CMS coordinators who will be trained
through the State program. Resources, such as
manualsand video tapes, are provided by the State
for the use in the district training sessions.
Districts may train local teachers in any manner

deemed appropriate at the local level. Many d's-
tncts use graduate-level courses through State-
supported colleges and universities to provide
core instruction for small groups of teachers in
each school. Those teachers then becom?, re-
source persons within their schools, helping other
teachers understand the system.
Examples of some of the training strategies will

be given later in this paper.

CMS Implementation Timelines

Ten distracts will pilot the CMS program during
a three-year pet iod through the end of the 1990-
1991 school year. Six schools in each of those
districts will be involved in the pilot process.
Hardware, software, and training are to be pro-
vided by the State, with assistance from the pilot
school!: and districts. The development of each of
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those components will be based on review and
recommendation from teachers, administrators,
and computer-oriented staff.
The hardware will be installed in each school by

the end of December, 1988. That hardware can
then be used for training teachers in keyboarding
skills, software concepts, and general computer
use. Word processing and desktop publishing
have been identified as clearable training tools
that can then remain as real tools to supplement
and complement the CMS software.

The gradebook software will be delivered in
June, 1989, add will be placed in full use for the
1989-1990 school year. All teachers in the pilot
schools will use the electronic gradebook for
recordkeeping. The links between the gradebook
and the reporting of grades to parents will be
discussed in the next section of this paper.

The test generator and the test scoring system
will be delivered in April, 1990. Shortly after that,
the complete IMS system and the test item banks
will be delivered to the pilot districts.
During the summer of 1990, all components of

CMS will beput into place. The 1990-1991 school
year will be the first full pilot for the complete
system, including the test item banks developed by
the State.

Following the pilot year, other districts will be
brought into CMS and the system will be dissemi-
nated throughout the State.

THE T"PICAL SCENARIO

The hardware provided for CMS is simply the
vehicle through which the software is imple-
mented. The software provides the real working
power of CMS. Before looking at the software
details, however, it may be important to under-
stand the potential impact of CMS on the instruc-
tional process. (This may be likened to checking
t he answe rs in the back of the book before working
through the assigned problems. It can provide
some direction to our understanding of the details
between the problem and the answer.)
The typical CMS scenario may be something like

this:

The Summer Setup

During the summer months, all students' sched-
ules are completed within Osiris, the school man-
agement system from which CMS pulls student
information. Teachers' schedules are automati-
cally completed and filed as the students' sched-
ules are completed. From test data stored in
Osiris, profile sheets are printed for classes, small
groups, and individual students. Those profile
sheets provide information about deficiencies
related to the State's basic skills objectives.

The Early Weeks

During the first two weeks of school, tests are
generated and administered from the CMS test

generator. Those results are recorded as the
answer documents are scanned or as specific data
are entered from the keyboa. 4 or composite scan
sheets. Those results are printed for each teacher,
listing each student with specific skill and sub-skill
needs relating to the overall basic skills objectives.
With those extended profiles, CMS will print pre-

scriptions that include curriculum resources and
cross-references that can he used in planning in-
struction. The cross-references will facilitate the
integration of basic skills co ..xpts in instruction
for all content areas. That is, the prescription may
include specific reading resources that can be
incorporated into the current social studies and
science units being taught by the teacher. Addi-
tionally, social studies and science resources may
be listed for use in providing reading instruction
on the level needed by the students in that
teacher's class.

The h ,alar School Year

When instruction is completed for a specific skill
or concept, the teacher can ask CMS to provide
test items to measure mastery of that skill or
concept. The teacher can personally select items
from those displayed by CMS or the teacher can
ask CMS to select those items randomly. The
selected items will have been previously validated
with regard to the skill or concept for which mas-
tery is to be tested. The test can be printed to the
local printer or to the network laser printer.
Where appropriate, the items will contain the
graphic information to accompany the text for
those items. The appropriate number of copies
can be made and distributed to students.
At the appropriate grade levels, the st udents can

bubble their answers on scan sheets. The scan-
nable sheets can be graded as they are scanned.
The teacher will score non-bubbled ,ests manu-
ally, as usual..

Grades determined by the software from
scanned answer sheets will be entered automati-
cally into the electronic gradebook, as instructed
by the teacher. Other grades can be entered at the
keyboard, from an ASCII : :e containing student
ID numbers, the test reference data, and the
grade,or from a composi te grade sheet bubbled by
the teacher. The first of those three options must
be done at a network workstation. The other two
options can be completed outside the school set-
ting (yes, some teachers will still insist on working
at home) and imported through a disk file utility or
through the scanner.
The screen image of the gradebook must be as

much like the paper gradebook as possible. That
will flatten the learning curve for teachers who are
learning to use the software. The screen should
list students' names at the left, with columns for
grades to the right. The top of the screen/page
should have space for short labels to identify the
test or other graded item. There can be a discrip-
tion line at the bottom of the screen, in which the
teacher can give a detailed description of the skills

Included on the test. As tut. teacher moves the
cursor from one column to the next, the descrip-
tion line will change to show the appropriate infor-
mation.
In addition to looking like a paper gradebook, the

gradebook software should use only English
words, phrases, and sentences in displaying infor-
mation for use by the teacher. There is no reason,
in this day of user-friendly software, to provide
anything that will not promote the software-
friendly user. Teacher should not be required io
learn a new language or a new way of dunking in
order to use the CMS software.
That testing, scoring, and recording process can

be repeated up ko 99 limes in a grading period.
When that grading period is over, the teacher can
confirm that the system has used the proper
weights for each graded item and can then finalize
those grades. For example, one teacher may
weight major tests twice as much as .7.,:x tests and
may not count homework assignments in the final
grade for students. That teacher will have built
that weighting system into his or her gradebook.
Another teacher may use an entirely differ+
weighting system (on none at all). That on
teacher will have built he or her system independ-
ently of that used by the teacher down the hall.
When the grading period is over and the teacher

is satisfied that all grades are recorded, (MS can
be told to compute final averages (based on the
individual weighting systems). A verification
report can be printed by the teacher. When all
grades are verified, CMS can be told to send those
graves, via the network, to the school's fileserver
where 0 siriswill store those in its grade file. When
the time ewes to print report cards, those are
done in the school's office by clerical staff. Report
cards are then sent to parents in whatever manner
is p escribed by local policy and procedure.
Ir. the grading and grade reporting processes, it

should be noted that there is no bubbling of grade
sheets or exchanging of grade sheets among teach-
ers. Yet, teachers retain complete control over the
grades given to students That control involves
individualized weighting systems, verification
(and, if needed, mootfication) of grades prior to
recording and reporting, and modification of final
grades at a later time (contingent on local policy).
This .cenario is repeated for each grading pe-

nod, wit h assessment, diagnosis, presc iption, and
instructional plansprovided by CMS. The record-
ing and reporting of grades is managed entirely by
CMS, without taking teacher time to do so.
T nd-of-the-year reports will summarize student

achievement during the school year. Those re-
ports will maintain the appearance of the existing
paper formats so that no new leaning curve is
created for the teachers who must interpret those
reports.

CURRICULUM MANAGEMENT

Test generation and scoring and grade recording
and reporting are major takers of teacher time and
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the CMS contribution to saving some of that time
is significant. That time saved can be given to
students in the classroom and shared with those
pseudo-strangers--also known as family mem-
bers--with whom those teachers live.

However, the saving of time ir, only one of the
benefits of CMS at the classroo n teacher's level.
Its ability to manage the curriculum and insti uc-
tion provides much more power and potential for
teacher use. That ability, while assisting in the
reduction of non-instructional tasks and Lime, also
provides correlation, cross-reference, and inte-
gration of the curriculum in ways not possible
without the use of computer technology. With
proper planning at the district level, classroom in-
struction can become more efficient and more
effective at the classroom level.

IMS Components

The instrictional managemrzt system compo-
nent of CMS provides three basic services to
teachers in South Carolina's public schools.
Those services include (1) the assessment and
diagnosis of individual student needs, (2) the se-
lection and application of prescriptions to remedy
those needs, and (3) the record keeping tasks
relat.ng the South Carolina state testing program
to the basic skills program.
All of those services are dependent on a defined

curriculum with specified learning objectives that
have been structured along a learning cont inu um.
Each objective along that continuum must, slm,
be classified in a manner that will identify skills
and subskills that can be taught and learned in
order to master the objective at the appropriate
point along that continuum.

Curriculum Definition. The Soutn Carolina
basic skills program identifies such objectives and
lists the subskills that must be mastered in order to
show mastery of the stated objectives. The skills
continuum identifies grade level, the objectives
for that grade level, and the subskills for each of
the objectives at that grade level.

At the classroom level, additional assessment
must be made with regard to appropriate sub
subskills and content skills that would further
define the subskills to be mastered by students.
The sub- subskills and the content skills complete
the "curriculum learning objectives hierarchy"
that must be defined, at the classroom level, for
each student.
It is at this level of diagnosis, prescription, and

recordkeeping that the IMS component of CMS
will provide power in planning and implementing
instructional programs appropriate for individual
students. It is at this level that proper planning by
the district can clearly define the curriculum ir.
terms of objectives, skills, subskills, sub-subskills,
and content skills. The resulting "curriculum
learning objectives database," managed by IMS,
can grow with the needs of the district, the dis-
trict's teachers, and the district's students.

From the curriculum learning objectives data-

base, teachers can have immediate access to re-
ports and outlines :hat detail those objectives
from several different perspectivesand will de-
tail those for a specific group of students or for an
individual student.
A summary report rill list the general objectives

and the subskills of each. Thi- report will provide
a summary of the district's curriculum, the contin-
uum along which it lies, and the hierarelacal struc-
ture of the objectives along that continuum. From
this report, teachers can understand the overall
scope of the instructional program and the impact
that their participation has within that scope.
A student detail report will specify the specific

learning objectives for each student served by the
teacher. Those objectives will be clearly defined
and the IMS record keeping process will provide
detailed information about mastery of those ob-
jectives. Non-mastery wiil be further detailed in
the student report. listing sub- subskills and con-
tent skills that are to be addressed to promote
mastery.
A content correlation report can provide infor-

mation about resources available for use in deliv-
ery of instruction. That correlation report can
include information about specific student needs
in one cont cnt area that may be addressed in other
content areas, as well. That correlation and Inte-
gration of curriculum components will ads' to the
efficiency and effectiveness of instruction. That
process will provide reinforcement of basic skills
from more than one instructional setting (a posi-
tive factor from the student's perspective) and will
provide more instructional time for those skills
within the limited instructional ..ime available
duriag school hours (a positive factor from the
cui ncular perspective).

Assessment and Diagnosis of Student Needs Af-
ter a clear definition of each curricular compo-
nent, students' news, within that curriculum, can
be assessed and diagnosed. The assessment of
content skill needs, sub-subskill needs, and
subskill needs will be accomplished through the
use of test item banks developed at the State,
district, school, and teacher level.

Each test item in the test item banks will be
classified based the hierarchy of learning ob-
jectives and corresponding skills. When an item is
selected from the item bank for inclusion on a test,
the teacher can be certain that that item has been
validated with regard to its measuring some skill
related to the overall objective.

Two assessment records will be kept for each
student. One of those, the Continuous Assess-
ment Record (CAR), will be available to teachers
at all times. It will contain continuously updated
information regarding achievement for each stu-
dent in the class. The Permanent Assessment
Record (PAR) will be updated at the end of each
school year, using the information from the CAR.
(Not that anyone would ever use wich an analogy,
but it might be noted that the CAR is the vehicle
with which students are brought up to PAR.)

The information maintained in he CAR will

come from updating the mastery/non-mastery
status of students following each assessment.
That maintenance can be a clerical function (from
the keyboard) or an automatic function (from
scanning individual answer sheets or bubbling
summary sheets).

From the assessment data, diagnostic reports
will be readily available to the teacher. Those can
Include, but not be limited to the following.
(1) The Student Profile Report will be printed

yearly and will Include summary needs informa-
tion for each student.

(2) The Student Assessment Report will be
printed periodically to provide information about
continuing progress and achievement.
(3) The Student Fink- -y Report will be printed as

needed to provide direction in planningfor the im-
mediate need of each student.
(4) The Clas Profile Report will summarize as-

sessment data for the teacher's class, as a whole.
(5) The Group Profile R eport will list students by

objective, Indicating those that have common
needs.
(6) The Parent Report will indicate mastery /non-
mastery status for the objectives defined for the
students instoictional program.

Selection and Application of Prescriptions.
When diagnosis of student needs is completed,
IMS can provide chrectioi in the selection and
application of instructional cervices to remediate
those needs. That direction will come from the
instructional prescriptions database, which will be
built based on the cistnct's curriculum, the avail.
able resources, and the location of the student's
needs along the learning continuum.
Each item in the int :ructiortal prescriptions data-
base will be classified accoid!ng to defined crite-
ria. When a prescription report is printed for a
student m a group of students, it will include a
complete fescription of the proposed prescrip-
tion, whether the prescription is an activity or a
resource, the medium of presentation of the pre-
scription, the current assilabilit) of the prescrip-
tion (including its location within the school or
district), the correlation to the learning objective
and mastery skills, and the source of the prescnp-
non components.
Teaciicis will have access to several reports from

the instructional prescriptions database. The
Prescription Summary Report will list prescrip-
tions in the database. That list may include all
prescriptions or may include only those selected
based on a criterion given by the teacher. The
Prescription Detail Report will provide all the
classification information for one or more pre-
scriptions, providing detailed information about
the applicability of the prescription for a specified
objective. The Prescription Student Report will
provide detailed information about proposed pre-
scriptions for individual students.

Documentation of Appropriate Instructional
Services. In South Carolina, EIA requires the
documentation of appropriate services to stu-
dents who have basic skills needs.
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That documentation process is extensive and is
designed to track student data from assessment
and diagnosis to mastery of skills and objectives as
measured by the State's testing program. That
documentation is a time-consuming task, requir-
ing many hours of teacher and clerical time to
complete. IMS will provide the services needed to
greatly reduce the manual record keeping and to
greatly decrease the non-instructional time used
for that record keeping.

Much of the required record keeping will be
automatically donc through the CAR and PAR
facilities in the assessment component. Those
records will indicate need and growth as those
needs are met. Other record keeping require-
ments of ElAwill also be automatically addressed.
Those will include the following, at a minimum:
(1) Curriculum will be correlated to the State's

BSAP objectives, including the incorporation of
the kindergarten objectives into the readiness
program.
(2) The management system for diagnosis, reme-
diation, and _placement of students wall be stan-
dardized and evident.
(3) Evidence of parent notification will be main-

tained for the readiness program, the testing pro-
gram, the identificat'an of instructional needs,
and the placement of the student in appropriate
orogrnms.
(4) The status of students v.:1h regard to the Exit

Exam will be automatically maintained.
(5) For each student, IMS will document the cu r-

nculum objectives that remain unmastered.
(6) Program descriptions, components, and

tundines will be documented for all remedial and
comrensatory programs.
In audition to the above record keeping tasks (all

of which will be automated to some degree), the
IMS module will maintain records regarding the
results of the State's testing program and will
provide a variety of reports that can be used in
interpreting those results and in applying those
results in constructive ways to the instructional
process.

In the final analysis, the records kept in IMS will
document student performance and achievement.
Those records will be updated at the end of each
school year, leaving a dear record along the learn-
ing continuum for the beginning of the next year's
ins' - action. That record keeping process is cur-
rently done manually by the teachers in South
Carolina. (In Greenwood School Distnr, 50,
teachers kee, those records on "Make-A-Diffttr-
ence" cards. The acronym for those cards is also
an appropriate adjective for those who must
manually manipulate them.)

Cautions and Concerns

Before closing, it is appropriate to point our
some concerns about CMS -- specifically, about its
IMS component.
Because the IMS component of CMS offers so

much power in managing curriculum and instruc-

tion, it may be misused in several ways. Those
misuses are not an inherent tunction of IMS Itself;
they are more a function of the educational proc-
ess (whether automated or manual). The follow-
ing cautions relate to possible perceptions that
may develop about he purpose of IMS.

The first caution concerns the dorelopment of
curilculum components that are ch;vigned to fit
the perceived uses of The managemeni system. A
good management system should fit the previ-
ously designed curriculum--the curriculum
should not be designed to fit the management
system. The latter is the same as "teaching the
test"--at a higher level, of course.
Proper use of CMS is predicated on the existence

of the appropriate curriculum for the irrEvidual
school district. When that curricuium exists and it
is properly designed to offer a skills continuum
through which students pass, Its components can
be coded within the management system so valid
data are collected and reported from within that
system.
The second caution concerns the potential limit-

ing of the CMS to the basic skills areas (In South
Carolina, those are reading, writing, mathematics,
and science). Its management capabilities go well
beyond those basic skills areas. The CMS Re-
quirements Specifications document states: "The
Instructional Management component of the
CMS is in no way intended to be restricted to usage
in a remedial environment."
However, most state testing programs (including

South Carolina's) measure achievement only in
the basic skills areas areas a nd report that achieve-
ment :n terms of meeting or not meeting a set of
minimum standards. There may be ar. unneces-
sary focus on those content areas with regard to
the development of test item banks, diagnostic
tools, prescriptions, and referencing instructional
resources.

IMS has the capacity to assist teachers as they
provide an integrated instructi. ,nal program, us-
ing resources from several content areas to teach
basic skills. It can assist in integrating basic skills
instruction in the provision of services in other
content areas. Its capacity to do so is limited only
by the planning at the district level and the provi-
sion of the cross-references linking all those con-
tent areas
Not only will IMS address the basic skills areas, it

can be used to manage the cumculum for all
content areas. Additionally, it can be used to
correlate and integrate tnose content areas so
teachers can get "double duty" from each instruc-
tional activity they provide in the classroom.

CONCLUSION

South Carolina's CMS pilot program is an at-
tempt to provide management tools to teachers so
that record keeping, planning, and delivery of
instruction can be automated as much as possible.
CMS is not an administrative or instructional
program.

CMS includes three major software compo-
nents: (1) the instructional management system,
(2) the test generation and scoring system, and (3)
the electronic gradehook system. Each of those is
coordinated with Osiris, the State's school man-
agement system. That coordination results in
class rosters for grade books, automatic printing of
report cards, electronic record keeping for grades
and transcripts, and other features that reduce
teacher paperwork and redundar, , record keep-
ing.

The hardware, software, and training are pro-
vided by the State, as part of the Education Im-
provement Act of 1984.

(
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OTHER PATHWAYS DIRECTIONS

The Pathways Project is being expanded to m-
elude other areas of school and classroom man-
agement. Those areas include, but are not limited
to the following:

Elementary School Version of Osiris
License Checks for Bus Driver Applicants
Student Identification System
Access to Teacher Certification Records
TRIMS (Textbook Inventory System)
Transportation System (School Buses)
School Lunch System
CSAB Scoring and Reporting (in District)
BEDS Forms from Osiris Teacher File
Improved Test Reporting Module in Osiris
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